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1. antonym: a word that has the opposite meaning of another word 
2. attribution: the acknowledgement something came from another source 
3. backup: copy of one or more files created as an alternate in case the original data is 

lost or becomes unusable 
4. bibliography: a list of articles and books, along with the author and publisher 

information that is used when writing a report 
5. cell: an individual box in a table 
6. citation: a short, formal indication of the source of information or quoted material; the 

act of quoting material quoted 
7. cite: to indicate a source of information or quoted material in a short, formal note; to 

quote; to attribute something to a source 
8. column: a group of cells that run vertically in a table 
9. command: a button on the ribbon that does a specific job 
10. common knowledge: information that is readily available from a number of sources or so 

well-known that it’s unnecessary to cite. 
11. Computer ethics: set of moral principles that regulate the use of computers. Some 

common issues of computer ethics include intellectual property rights (such as 
copyrighted electronic content), privacy concerns, and how computers affect society 

12. copyright: a law protecting intellectual property of individuals giving them exclusive 
rights to the distribution and reproduction of that material 

13. cursor: the blinking vertical line that shows where your text/object will be inserted and 
is also called insertion point 

14. default setting: the way a computer is set up at the factory 
15. endnotes: notes at the end of a paper acknowledging sources and providing additional 

references or information 
16. extinct: plant or animal species disappears forever 
17. facts: knowledge or information based on real, observable occurrences 
18. fair use: the guidelines for deciding whether the use of a source is permissible or 

constitutes copyright infringement 
19. footer: text that appears at the bottom of every page of a document 
20. footnotes: notes at the bottom of a paper acknowledging sources or providing additional 

references or information 
21. gradient: fill setting where one color fades into another color 
22. group: a set of commands found on the ribbon that are divided into similar type 

commands to help you complete tasks 
23. habitat: where a species lives that provides food, shelter, and safety 
24. header: text that appears at the top of every page of a document 
25. hyperlink: the blue, underlined text that takes you directly to a web site or different 

portion of a web page when you click it. 
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26. Intellectual property: a product of the intellect, such as an expressed idea or concept, 

that has commercial value 
27. justified: text that lines up at the left and at the right with no jagged edges 
28. license agreement: a legal statement which indicates the terms under which a user may 

make use of a software product 
29. live preview: a visual element added to Office that shows you instantly what a 

particular choice will look like when it is applied to the selection 
30. margins: the distance between the text and the edges of the piece of paper 
31. original: not derived from anything else, new and unique; markedly departing from 

previous practice 
32. paraphrase: a restatement of a text or passage in other words; NOT changing a few 

words from an original source; significant changes in the style and voice of the original 
while retaining the essential ideas 

33. plagiarism: the reproduction of appropriation of someone else’s work without proper 
attribution; passing off as one’s own work the work of someone else 

34. public domain: the absence of copyright protection; belonging to the public so that 
anyone may copy or borrow from it 

35. quotation: using words from another source 
36. restore: to return something to its former condition. Therefore, when you restore a 

computer or other electronic device, you return it to a previous state. This may be a 
previous system backup or the original factory settings 

37. screentip: small windows that display descriptive text when you rest the pointer on a 
command or control 

38. self-plagiarism: copying material you have previously produced and passing it off as a 
new production 

39. synchronization: the act of automatically updating the files to reflect all changes 
40. synonym: a word that has the same or very similar meaning as another word 
41. tab: used to indent text. The default tab setting is every one-half inch. 
42. text effect: effects that can be added to text such as shadow, glow, reflection or 

bevel 
43. thesaurus: a tool that lists synonyms and antonyms for words 
44. title bar: the bar that runs across the top of the screen that lists the name of the 

document as well as the name of the program 
45. weight: the thickness of a line 
46. word-processing program: software that allows you to type, edit, and format 

documents such as letter, reports, and tables 
47. WYSIWYG: an acronym that stands for “What You See Is What You Get” and allows 

you to see what the final document will look like 


